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There is persistent interest in tangible approaches to supporting young children’s learning of
programming, but there has been mixed evidence about its benefits, and few studies have
investigated the specific features that offer learning benefits in classroom contexts. This research
will involve the use of programming blocks that can be instantiated in two contrasting types of
interface: a tangible user interface (TUI) and a graphical user interface (GUI). The system will be
designed to minimize extraneous differences between the two interfaces in order to isolate the
variables of interest. Using a between-subjects design, the study will investigate the impact of
interface type on learning and on attitudinal outcomes for children aged 6 to 7. From an embodied
interaction perspective, the study will analyse the cognitive advantages of each interface, including
identifying how and why each interface type might affect learning outcomes. The study will also
investigate children’s spontaneous gestures as indicators of understanding. Finally, the research
will explore the relationships between interface types, attitudes towards computing, engagement
and gender.

Tangible interaction; multi-touch interaction; embodied interaction, user interfaces.

1. CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION
There is growing interest in supporting both boys’ and
girls’ Computer Science (CS) education when they are
young [1], [2].To increase the interest, engagement, and
participation in CS, different approaches, including CS
Unplugged (https://csunplugged.org/en/), and novice
programming environments such as Alice [3], Scratch
[4],and Green foot [5],all of which help to encourage
youth to choose CS majors. However, few studies have
focused on tools for children at the levels of nursery and
primary education. There is evidence that children can
learn programming from early childhood [6], and that this
can be beneficial for children’s cognitive development
[7]. There is particular interest in encouraging positive
engagement with computing for girls at this age, with a
view to improving the gender balance in the field. Limited
research has been carried out on the effects of different
types of programming interface, such as TUIs vs GUIs,
for younger children, and on the particular features of
such interfaces that affect learning and enjoyment [6]. In
this context, TUI and GUI refer to programming
environments that use blocks-based programming.
Specifically, a TUI programming interface has physical
blocks that users can manipulate by hand, and the output
is demonstrated by the physical movement of a robot. A
GUI version has virtual blocks that can be manipulated by
touchscreen or mouse, and produces virtual action on the
screen. Although there are many studies comparing
tangible programming blocks and graphical programming
blocks for learning programming [6], there has been little
focus on unpicking exactly how interacting with different
types of interface fosters children’s understanding.
Research underpinning embodied interaction theory
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suggests that actions such as object manipulation or using
spontaneous gesturing have potential for supporting
learning [8]. An embodied interaction is an interaction
that centers on embodied cognition, based on the idea that
cognition is related to the perceptual and physical
interaction of the human body and the environment [8].
Embodied interaction can support the learning process
because it emphasizes understanding the interaction
between learning behaviors and cognitive development
and what this looks like in the learning environment [8].
For example, even the understanding of abstract symbols
used in everyday education, such as numbers in math, and
function words in programming, can be developed via
embodied interaction to foster learning. Tangibles might
trigger affordances for action that facilitate retrieval from
memory [8] and at the same time inspire spontaneous
gestures that accompany verbal communication which
exposes mental understanding of abstract concepts.
Furthermore, there has been little empirical work that
explores why and how different interfaces may or may not
enhanced learning [6], particularly the role of using
embodied interaction such as object manipulation and
spontaneous gesturing. Thus, this work will investigate
the differential impact on girls and boys of TUI vs GUI
programming environments on their learning outcomes,
engagement, attitude, and perceptual and mental imagery
(represented by spontaneous gesturing) in the
experimental setting.
2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND QUESTIONS
This research will compare a TUI with a GUI for learning
programming skills by young girls and boys aged six to
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seven years old, investigating the role of embodied
interaction theory, and any gender effects on learning
outcomes, engagement, attitude, and spontaneous
gestures. The following research questions will be
addressed:
How can TUIs, especially tangible programming
languages (TPLs), support the development Primary
computing skills?
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

20 hours of instruction and a final project to assist
children in understanding CS concepts. The study
revealed that when provided with age-suitable
technologies, curricula and education, young children
could keenly participate in learning computer
programming and take the early steps needed to develop
computational thinking. They emphasized that teaching
CS in a way that is suitable for children’s development
levels is important. Additional research is required to
investigate the affordances of different programming
tools on children learning and their effect on
understanding computing concepts and cognitive abilities
such as problem-solving tasks.

How does interface type (TUI or GUI) affect
children’s learning outcomes?
How does interface type (TUI or GUI) affect
children’s attitudes towards computing?
How does interface type (TUI or GUI) affect
children’s engagement with computing?
What is the effect of interface type (TUI or GUI)
on children’s use of spontaneous gestures?
What is the effect of spontaneous gestures on
children’s learning outcomes?
Will there be any differential gender effects in
the above measures?

3.1 Computer education
In the field of teaching computer skills, the term
computational thinking, first introduced by Papert in
1980, is increasingly popular. Jeannette Wing more
recently revised and developed the term from Papert’s
(1980) earlier ideas and popularized the term more
widely, using it to refer to handling complex problems by
breaking them down into small parts, tracing errors,
debugging them iteratively and trying to refine and
enhance the design over time, including developing the
understanding of human behaviour [14]. Since 2006,
disagreement about CT has emerged, such as a lack of
agreement about its usefulness and definitions, how it can
be transferred to other domains, the fact that it is difficult
to assess, the limited learning resources available for
teaching it and unconfident teachers. Many efforts have
been made to address these issues[13], [15]–[20].
Researchers have reached a consensus on some CT
concepts, such as abstractions, decompositions,
debugging, algorithms and pattern recognition, which
indicates some overall agreement on the main concepts
that computer scientists use to solve real-world issues. CT
has been adopted in the primary computer curricula such
as in the UK, allowing potential for engaging with the
basic computer concepts without the need to tackle the
often complex syntax of the programming language, for
example, to ask students to decompose a big task like
organizing a school trip, which can be decomposed into
smaller pieces such as booking coach, staffing, checking
weather, etc. [21] Young children from 5 to 7 need to
learn how to develop and debug a simple programming
project and understand simple algorithms and how they
can operate and implement them [12].

3. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
The use of computers has been taught for more than three
decades, and several countries have introduced CS and
Computational thinking CT( more in the next section )
into their curricula [9]. Few studies focus on children at
the level of preschool or primary education (e.g.[10],
[11]) and more empirical research is needed to investigate
younger children’s learning experiences using
programming tools. Starting early has advantages, as
children are often eager to learn. In a recent study, [12]
investigated children’s knowledge of computers. A total
of 18 boys between 5 and 8 years old from two Scottish
primary schools were interviewed about understanding
what computers are, how computers are programmed, and
their beliefs about them. The children demonstrated
intelligent answers about computer usage, but they were
unable to explain how computers work, and they had their
own theories about if computers could think. The authors
proposed fundamental concepts that young children could
learn to enhance their knowledge of computers, as it is
important for children to know the limits and capabilities
of technology. Current knowledge of computing
functionalities might benefit children’s everyday lives or
even help them to manage their lives more effectively. It
is thus important for children to know the advantages and
the disadvantages of being technology dependent
(Robertson, Manches & Pain, 2017). In addition, children
need to use technology in a way that is suitable for their
cognitive development and that allows them to engage
with their environments. Integrating CS with their school
or everyday teaching materials and curricula, for
example, is vital. One of the famous studies done in this
area is that of [13]. They looked at the possibility of
engaging young children from 4 to 6 (n=53) in learning
computer concepts. These researchers developed the
TangibleK
Robotics
curriculum
(http://ase.tufts.edu/DevTech/tangiblek/), which contains

3.2 Girls in computing
Although vast work has been completed to inspire women
to be involved in the computer domain, they remain
underrepresented [22]. For example, robotic competitions
appeal to a higher number of young men than women,
predominantly in free-choice learning environments, such
as after-school courses and museum programs. Only 30%
of the FIRST LEGO League are girls [23]. However, the
lack of girls entering the computing domain is not limited
to after-school programs. For instance, at the General
Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) level, the
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number of girls choosing to study computing was only
17% in 2015 (Joint Council for Qualifications, 2015b)
and 16.1% in 2016. Even though girls exhibit less
confidence in their skills and their numbers are fewer in
CS, they generally demonstrate better CS skills [24].
Researchers have indicated a gender gap in the general
participation rates at both the school level and the
university level [23][25]. There are many different
reasons why this is happening, such as girls’ lack of
knowledge about CS application, the mediums and style
of teaching that are used to teach computing or other
physiological reasons which are not addressed in this
research. Females might be more interested in computing
if they were introduced to it and explored its functionality
in other domains [26]. Doing this at younger ages might
encourage them to pursue CS because they become
familiar with it as a domain. Regarding the learning tools,
there is an agreement of the effect of using different
learning mediums such as tangible user interfaces (TUI)
or screen-based interfaces (SBI) to foster girls’ computer
education. Several studies, such as [17], [27], [28],
considered exploiting CT concepts to encourage females
to take part in the computer field. In [29], they found that
both boys and girls ages 15 to 18 years old reach the same
CT skill levels after additional training for girls. [30]
Found that young females (aged 11–14 years) spend
expressively more time to learn after school that reflects
better performance than boys. However, there is no
difference among genders stated by [31] ages 10 to 14
years and by [32] ages 6 to 12 years. Another
inconclusiveness is the preferences of types of interfaces
that are more appealing to girls. In research by [33]
conducted in a museum of science to examine the
possibility of different interfaces to create computer
programs, they found that tangible interfaces seem to
attract both girls and boys, while graphical user interfaces
(GUI) appeal more to boys who are younger than 16 years
old. Similar results were found for children ages 5 to 8
years old [34]. In contrast, in a study aimed to investigate
the role of user interfaces on children’s (between 4 and 7
years old) mastery of CT, they found that TUI sessions
attracted more boys than girls who registered to the
Scratch Jr session (GUI) [35]. Therefore, more
investigation is needed of the gender influence on
children’s preferences of diverse interfaces and abilities
to develop CS concepts. We will address the influence of
gender on preferences of different interfaces and their
ability to learn computing concepts such as programming.

their cognitive strategies for problem-solving. In other
words, complementary strategies are strategies through
which a mental task is dynamically distributed to action
in the surroundings [38], for example, organizing
activities such as arranging the position of objects.
Complementary strategies involve actions of two types:
epistemic and pragmatic. Epistemic is an action that
changes the situation to decrease cognitive work.
Epistemic actions support cognition to decrease the
memory involved, the number of steps or the possibility
of failure in mental computation [36]. In contrast,
pragmatic actions are actions that bring individuals closer
to their goals, such as winning a game. [39] Described
how children were physically turning and rotating jigsaw
pieces to solve the puzzle problem, which is an example
of epistemic action. Thus, action-based learning supports
epistemic action such as TUI, which support physical
manipulation, and provides a better learning experience
when it’s used for specific context and users because it
supports the cognitive [39]. Two other studies [40],[41]
compared children’s effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction using TUI and CUI jigsaw puzzles, coding
each child’s sequence of epistemic and pragmatic
complementary actions on puzzle pieces. They found that
TUI for both puzzle pieces and table edges afforded more
illustrations of epistemic problems of space exploration
such as grouping edge pieces, adding to the development
of mental skills. Moreover, a positive correlation was
found between successful puzzle completion and the
number of times pieces were manipulated. Similarly, it
was stated by [42] that particular gestures or actions on
tangibles could offload some part of the cognitive process
to actions in the world, aligning with complementary
actions. Thus, these actions could have the possibility to
support memory, develop perception or simplify
cognitive computation needed to solve a task. Further
research is required to investigate how to design the
mapping between action, objects and digital
representation to enhance the offloading of different kinds
of cognitive tasks and improve cognitive tasks such as
learning[8].
3.4 Different TUI APPLICATIONS
There have been some previous studies comparing TUIs
with GUIs for children’s programming (e.g. [6]), which
suggest that TUIs are more appealing to children under 16
years old. The results showed that both interface types are
equally easy to use and that there is not much difference
in terms of users’ performance and learning gains.
However, [1] found that TUIs are more enjoyable,
attractive, support collaboration, and have a positive
effect at the initial stages of learning. Additionally, in
another study mentioned in [1] where video recording
was used to track time taken to complete tasks and the
number of errors, tasks were completed more quickly,
except for the oldest children (11 to 12) and there were
fewer errors with more successful debugging using TUIs
[6]. Gender preference results have so far been
inconclusive. Some studies found that TUIs seemed to
attract both girls and boys equally while GUIs appealed

3.3 Action-based learning
Theories of embodiment, for example [36], and
developmental psychology such as Thelen (1995) are
defined in detail that link behavioural activity with basic
cognitive and interactional processes and provide a
theoretical foundation for theorising the usefulness of
behavioural activity in structuring knowledge. Theories
of embodiment can be used in several ways to shape the
design of novices’ interaction and learning using TUI
[37]. First, individuals or learners use complementary
strategies to adopt the environment in order to improve
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more to young boys. Another study found that girls
considered TUIs more attractive [6]. Therefore, more
investigation is needed of the influence of gender on
children’s interface preferences and their ability to learn
computing concepts. One of the few experiments
addressing the learning benefits of TUIs and GUIs with
young children from 4 to 6 the pilot study described in
[43]. The researchers found an association between
interfaces and learning outcomes, but the result was not
statistically significant, and they did not use a
programming blocks representation. The pilot study did
not look for other learning benefits such as collaboration,
engagement. Theories of embodied interaction can be
used to frame and inform educational tools in terms of
understanding children’s interactions with their
surroundings and how these tools can support such
interactions [3]. Even though research has found positive
results from the manipulation of TUIs in problem-solving
and reading comprehension [3], there is limited research
that examines the cognitive advantages of TUIs compared
with GUIs in terms of learning abstract concepts [3].

This work will give insight into how TUIs might provide
benefits for children’s learning and motivational
outcomes. The research aims to provide empirical
evidence, which might explain how and TUIs or GUIs
could be more beneficial in a school setting. Additionally,
the work will contribute to knowledge of how to design
interfaces hat are optimized for both learning and
engagement. Finally, the research will add to the literature
on the use of spontaneous gestures in computer science
education.
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